PRIVACY STATEMENT
PERSONAL DATA PROCESSED
JOA Technology Beheer BV and/or affiliated Companies (further named JOA) can process personal data
about you when using services of JOA, and/or because you completed a Contact Form on the website
JOA Provided.
JOA can process the following personal data:
-Your name and surname
-Your title
-Your employer
-Your address details
-Your phone number, both fixed and mobile and faxnumber
-Your email address
WHY JOA NEED DATA
JOA processes your personal data to be able to reach you by telephone or in writing regarding current
and/or future projects.
In addition, JOA can use your personal data in the context of executing a contract, usually consisting of
the development, innovation, realization and maintenance of technical projects in the field of climate,
filtration and environmental engineering and other technical installations.
HOW LONG JOA SAVES DATA
JOA saves personal data no longer than strictly necessary to achieve the objectives for which your data is
collected. Once every five years, the database will be checked by email asking your permission to keep
your data longer.
SHARING WITH OTHERS
JOA only provides your personal information to third parties if necessary for the execution of an
agreement with you, or to comply with a legal obligation.
MAPPING WEBSITE VISIT
On the website of JOA general visit data are kept, including the IP address of your computer and the
time of retrieval and data that your browser sends. This data is used for analysis of visit and click
behavior on the website. JOA uses this information to improve the operation of the website. These data
are anonymised as much as possible and are not handled over to third parties.
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GOOGLE ANALYTICS
JOA Uses Google Analytics to track how users use the website.
The information thus obtained shall, including the address of your computer (IP address), be transferred
to and by Google stored on servers in the United States. Read the Privacy policy from Google for more
information. You will also find here the privacy policy from Google Analytics.
Google uses this information to track how our website is used, to reports on the use of the website to
JOA and to be able to provide its advertisers to be able to provide information about the effectiveness of
their campaigns. Google may provide this information to third parties if Google so legally is required, or
insofar as these third parties process the information on Google's behalf.
JOA does not affect this.
JOA has not given permission to Google to use analytics information obtained for other Google services.

VIEW, MODIFY, OR DELETE DATA
You have the right to view, correct or delete your personal data. You can create a request for inspection,
correction or deletion to info@joa.nl. JOA will respond to your request as soon as possible, but within
four weeks.

PROTECTION
JOA takes the protection of your data seriously and has taken appropriate actions to prevent misuse,
loss, unauthorized access, unsolicited disclosure and prevent any unauthorized change. The website of
JOA uses a reliable SSL certificate to guarantee that your personal data is save.
If you have the impression that your data is not properly protected, if there are indications of misuse or
if you want more information about the security of JOA personal data collected, please contact JOA via
info@JOA.nl.
Www.JOA.nl is a website of JOA.
JOA can be reached as follows:
Postal address: Delftechpark 25, 2628 XJ Delft
Location Address: Delftechpark 25, Delft
Registration number Trade Register Chamber of Commerce 24175344
Phone: + 31 15 2572796
Email Address: info@JOA.nl
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